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yosef feldman <
VVednesday,27
y
Rabbi Moshe D Gutnick
Re: AJN

Flag Status:

Flagged

Because I knew he was being taken care of by yourself also overseas as he told me .. .
On Wed, Jul 27, 2011 at 4:13 PML i o she D Gutnick ~ wrote:
Just to add - it was you who had VL
spirited out of here ~sic , which cou ld have
been a disaster and you could hav
lood on your hands - and as I said you have no idea of what
happened when he was in the USA and how the authorities were contacted and how he was monitored ; it's
possible that even he didn't know - but I do know ...
Even if what you are saying would be true , which it isn't - the matter with biin was before these psokim
became mefursom so it is not relevant to the current discussion
So I will not be debating this any further with you so do not bother writing
All the best
Rabbi Moshe D. Gutnick
Sent from my iPhone
On 27/07/2011 , at 3 :49 PM, yosef feldman

wrote:

I have heard that Poiskim agree with me.~e obviously things that can't be put in
writing publicly ... I'll investigate further. ~ase was according to his admission fu ll
on legal abuse etc and he told me who was protecting him ... Your advice?
2011 /7/27 Rabbi Moshe D Gutnick Y ossi - do not make excuses for your folly

It really doesn ' t matter if you have a problem with the statement or not - the Halocho is muskam
according to that statement. You are not a posek.

If I would explain to you wby yom concern is not relevant, and how you do not understand the
aguda statement or the Halachic issues , you wottld not accept the explanation anyway and it
would result in another slew of emails - so I won' t bother. You also do not have knowledge or
~ase.
understanding ofthe f VL

You should just listen to the advice I gave you.

All the best
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From: yoseffeldman [maillo:~
Sent: Wednesday, 27 July 20~

To: Rabbi Moshe D Gutnick
Subject: Re: AJN

Dear Uncle R' Moshe

I just saw Y oram in Yeshiva and he told me that there will be a public statement from the
Botei Dinim to report abuse. The only real problem I bave with the statement even though
it's beikor a klolus statement and now more for PR is that this statement is now noygaya
bepoyel in Melbourne with SDC even though that I hear that he"s done Tshuva according
to what I heard. BTW I know him well (not in the biblical sense...) and I was and am a
friend of his and I really have rachmonus on him .. .! believe his life and family (including,
I've heard from another family member, REDACTED
, is being ruined now for no good reason ... Now you can also
REDACTED
understand why I have been Shtureming lately and "not listening" and I do really believe
that this is the view of Agudas Yisroel as I elaborated on and should be leHalocho Lemaase
for all (even though not necessarily publicised) ... I spoke to Tuffy Aron re this whole issue
when I saw him a few days ago for a few minutes and he really agreed to me bichlul and to
be therefore very careful how and when to report to authorities and how and when these
statements should be publicly issued that encourage more reporting of and embarrassing of
this and similar cases ...
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